Abstract. The two main approaches in credit risk are the structural approach pioneered in Merton (1974) and the reduced-form framework proposed in Jarrow & Turnbull (1995) and in Artzner & Delbaen (1995) . The goal of this article is to provide a unified view on both approaches. This is achieved by studying reduced-form approaches under weak assumptions. In particular we do not assume the global existence of a default intensity and allow default at fixed or predictable times with positive probability, such as coupon payment dates.
Introduction
The two most common approaches to credit risk modelling are the structural approach, pioneered in the seminal work of Merton [45] , and the reduced-form approach which can be traced back to early works of Jarrow, Lando, and Turnbull [32, 39] . In structural approaches, default happens when the company is not able to meet its obligations or a certain lower bound is hit by the value of the firm's assets. In many cases this happens when a payment can not be made, which in the approaches in [45] and its extensions [24, 25] leads to default at pre-specified times, such as coupon dates. The recently missed coupon payment by Argentina is an example for such a credit event 1 . The possibility that default happens at a predictable time is in strong contrast to most reduced-form approaches: the class of so-called intensity-based models has the property, that the default time has an intensity and hence it avoids predictable and in particular deterministic times.
For a review and guide to the rich literature on this subject we refer to [3, 40, 44] .
Despite their theoretical appeal, structural models pose a number of challenges when used for pricing credit derivatives: first, the underlying value of the firm is difficult to observe. This fact motivated approaches with incomplete information, see [11, 8, 22] . Second, the full priority hierarchy of the firm's capital structure is needed which additionally complicates the matter. Reduced-form approaches, circumvent these difficulties and are less ambitious about the precise mechanism leading to default, see for example [1, 12, 31] . Closely related are dynamic term structure approaches following the pioneering work of Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM), [28] , and extending it to default risk, cf. [49, 13] . One offspring of this approach are highly tractable affine and quadratic factor models, see [7, 9, 16] .
It is a remarkable observation of [2] that it is possible to extend the reduced-form approach beyond the class of intensity-based models. The authors study a class of first-passage time models under a filtration generated by a Brownian motion and show its use for pricing and modelling credit risky bonds. Our goal is to start with even weaker assumptions on the default time and to allow the compensator of the default time to jump at predictable times. From this general viewpoint it turns out, surprisingly, that previously used HJM approaches lead to arbitrage: the term structure is absolutely continuous and can not compensate for time points with positive default probability. We propose a suitable extension with an additional term allowing for discontinuities in the term structure at certain random times and derive precise drift conditions for a suitable no-arbitrage condition, no asymptotic free lunch (NAFL).
There are approaches which bridge the gap between structural and reduced-form models, for example by considering an incomplete or noisy observation of the firm value. The first work in this direction, [11] , studied a first-passage time approach proposed in [4] and showed that under incomplete information one arrives at an intensity-based model. This property can, however, not be extended to structural models where default happens at a fixed time with positive probability, like in the Merton model or its extensions. This underlines the importance of a general approach in this regard and we illustrate this with some examples. This motivates also a specific class, which we call extended Merton models, where default may happen at deterministic times t 1 , t 2 , . . . with positive probability. In this class we can develop highly tractable factor models and we propose a new class of affine models which are not stochastically continuous, which is a natural property of a generalized Merton model. Certainly, our approach is intimately related to the theory of enlargement of filtrations. We provide a simple example inspired by filtering theory where the Azéma supermartingale contains upward and downward jumps, both at predictable and totally inaccessible stopping times.
The structure of the article is as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the general setting and study drift conditions in an extended HJM-framework which guarantee absence of arbitrage in the bond market. In Section 3 we assume that possible default dates are deterministic, which we call generalized Merton models, and study the absence of arbitrage in this class. Section 4 studies structural models under incomplete information in detail. Besides this, we construct a default time where the Azéma supermartingale naturally has upward and downward jumps by means of filtering methods. In Section 5 we give a precise construction of arbitrage-free HJM-models in a doubly-stochastic setting while Section 6 studies affine models in this class. Section 7 concludes.
A general account on credit risky bond markets
Consider a filtered probability space pΩ, A, F, P q with a filtration F " pF t q tě0 satisfying the usual conditions, i.e. it is right-continuous and F 0 contains the P -nullsets N 0 of A.
Throughout, the probability measure P denotes the objective measure. As we use tools from stochastic analysis, all appearing filtrations shall satisfy the usual conditions. We follow the notation from [30] and refer to this work for details on stochastic processes which are not laid out here.
The filtration F contains all available information in the market. The default of a company is public information and we therefore assume that the default time τ is an F-stopping time. We denote the default indicator process H by
ptq is a right-continuous, increasing process. We will also make use of the survival process 1´H " 1 v0,τ v . A credit risky bond with maturity T is a contingent claim promising to pay one unit of currency at maturity T . We denote the price of the bond with maturity T at time t ď T by P pt, T q. If no default occurred prior to or at T we have that P pT, T q " 1. We will consider zero recovery, i.e. the bond loses its total value at default, such that P pt, T q " 0 on tt ě τ u. Extensions to different types of recovery can be treated along the lines of [2] . The family of stochastic processes tpP pt, T q 0ďtďT q, T ě 0u describes the evolution of the term structure T Þ Ñ P p., T q over time.
Besides the bonds there is a numéraire X 0 , which is a strictly positive, adapted process. We assume without loss of generality that X 0 0 " 1. Moreover, we make the weak assumption that X 0 is absolutely continuous. Then a short-rate exists, which is a progressively measurable process r such that X 2.1. Absence of arbitrage in credit risky bond markets. The market of defaultable bonds containing an infinite number of assets is treated in the spirit of large financial markets following [38] . It is the first time that this concept is applied to a market with credit risk. We therefore give a short introduction to the topic.
Fix a finite time horizon T˚ą 0 and consider the filtration F " pF t q 0ďtďT˚. We will need the following assumption on right-continuity of the bond prices in T and on uniform local boundedness of bond prices. Recall that by N 0 we denoted the P -nullsets of F . For a generic process X and a random time σ we denote by X pσq " pX t^σ q tě0 the process stopped at σ. By a^b :" minpa, bq we denote the minimum of a and b. 
Moreover, for any T P r0, T˚q there are ą 0, an increasing sequence of stopping times σ n Ñ 8 and κ n P r0, 8q such that
for all U P rT, T` q and all t ď T .
In classical HJM-models absolute continuity with respect to the maturity always holds. To our knowledge, the models studied later in this paper are the first dynamic term structure models which explicitly incorporate discontinuities in the term structure T Þ Ñ P p., T q. In a general setting of default times as considered here we will show that their presence is also necessary to guarantee absence of arbitrage. Definition 2.1. Fix a sequence pT i q iPN in r0, T˚s. Define the n`1-dimensional stochastic process pS n q " pS 0 , S 1 , . . . , S n q as follows:
for i " 1, . . . , n and S 0 t " 1. The large financial market consists of the sequence pS n , n ě 1q of classical markets.
Absence of arbitrage is considered for each finite market S n and appropriate limits. Let θ be a predictable S n -integrable process and denote by pθ¨S n q t the stochastic integral of θ with respect to S n until t. The process θ is called admissible trading strategy if θ 0 " 0 and there is an a ą 0 such that pθ¨S n q t ě´a, 0 ď t ď T˚. Define the following cones:
K n contains all replicable claims in the finite market n, and C n contains all claims in L 8 which can be superreplicated. We define the set M n e of equivalent local martingale measures for the finite market n as
Besides this, we assume that for each finite market n no arbitrage holds, i.e.
(4)
M n e ‰ H, for all n P N.
However, there is still the possibility of approximating an arbitrage profit by trading on the sequence of market models which motivates the notion of no asymptotic free lunch.
Definition 2.2.
A given large financial market satisfies NAFL if
where C˚denotes the closure of C with respect to the weak-˚topology.
Definition 2.3. The term structure model tpP pt, T0ďtďT : 0 ď T ď T˚u satisfies NAFL if there exists a dense sequence pT i q iPN in r0, T˚s, such that the large financial market of Definition 2.1 satisfies the condition NAFL.
Theorem 5.2 in [38] shows that NAFL is equivalent to existence of an equivalent local martingale measure (ELMM) which we recall here for convenience. Theorem 2.1. Assume that Assumptions 2.1 and (4) hold. The family of term structure models tpP pt, T0ďtďT : 0 ď T ď T˚u satisfies NAFL, if and only if there exists a measure Q˚" P | F T˚s uch that ppX 0 t q´1P pt, T0ďtďT are local Q˚-martingales for all T P r0, T˚s.
2.2. An extension of the HJM-approach. Now we are in the position to extend the HJM approach in an appropriate way to obtain arbitrage-free term structure models under weak assumptions. Consider a measure Q˚" P . Our intention is to find conditions which render Q˚an equivalent local martingale measure. In this section no reference to the measure P will be made, such that all appearing terms (like martingales, almost sure properties, etc.) are to be considered with respect to Q˚. [42] .
To keep the arising technical difficulties at a minimum, we assume that H p can be decomposed in an absolutely continuous and a (predictable) pure-jump part, such that
with Γpdt, dxq " ř są0 1 t∆H p s "0u δ ps,∆H p s q pdt, dxq being a predictable integer-valued random measure, δ A denoting the Dirac measure of set A. Note that 0 ď ∆H p t ď 1. Whenever ∆H p t ą 0, there is a positive probability that the company defaults at time t and the probability of this event is related to ∆H p t . We call such times possible default dates. The set of possible default dates is a thin set which we denote by tU 1 , U 2 , . . . u. The random times U 1 , U 2 , . . . are predictable.
Definition 2.4. We call a random time U announced if there exists an F-stopping time S with S ă U almost surely and U is F S -measurable.
The intuition behind this is as follows: at the announcement time S the market receives new information about a future date U (i.e. S ă U ) at which default may happen with positive probability. For example, at time S the market realizes that a country has difficulties to pay some of its obligations which are due at the coupon payment date U . See also Section 4 for examples under incomplete information. Note that any deterministic, positive time is announced and that an announced time is always predictable.
To ensure that the subsequent analysis is meaningful, we make the following technical assumptions.
(A1) the process h is progressively measurable and integrable on r0, T˚s:
(A2) the random measure Γpds, dxq is given by Γpr0, ts, dxq "
where each possible default date U i is announced, say by S i , and Γ i P p0, 1s is F Si -measurable. Assumption (A2) yields that the set U of possible default dates is finite. This is a reasonable assumption while working on a finite time interval. We relax this assumption in Section 3.
Dynamic term structures with jumps. Regarding defaultable bond prices we will start from a forward-rate framework and incorporate jumps at the possible default dates. Consider current time t and a bond with maturity T P pt, T˚s. If the possible default date U i was announced before time t, investors will obtain an additional premium for the event tτ " U i u only when T ě U i . For T ă U i the investors are not exposed to this risk and hence will not receive an additional premium. This naturally leads to a discontinuity in the term structure T Þ Ñ P p., T q at U i . Motivated by this, we consider a family of random measures pµ t q tě0 , defined by µ t pduq :"
and assume that defaultable bond prices are given by
Note that the right-continuity in Assumption 2.1 naturally holds under (8) . The processes f and g are assumed to be Itô processes of the form
with an n-dimensional Q˚-Brownian motion W . We will need the following technical assumptions.
(B1) the initial forward curve is measurable, and integrable on r0, T˚s:
(B2) the drift parameters apω, s, tq and αpω, s, tq are R-valued O b B-measurable. The parameter a is integrable on r0, T˚s:
while α is bounded on r0, T˚s:
αps, tq| ă 8, Q˚-a.s., (B3) the volatility parameter bpω, s, tq is R n -valued, O b B-measurable, and bounded on r0, T˚s: sup
bps, tq ă 8, Q˚-a.s., while βpω, s, tq is R n -valued, O b B-measurable, and square integrable on r0, T˚s:
(B4) we assume that µpdt, duq " ř n i"1 δ pSi,Uiq pdt, duq has an absolutely continuous compensator ν t pduqdt and
| νpt, duqdt ă 8, Q˚-a.s.
Moreover Q˚pτ " S i q " 0 for all i ě 1.
Remark 2.1. Assumption (B4) requires that announcing times are totally inaccessible, i.e. come as a surprise. Moreover, there is no default by news, i.e. τ does not coincide with an announcing time. Both assumptions have been made to simplify the exposition but could be relaxed without big difficulties at the cost of lengthier formulas.
The following result gives the desired drift condition rendering the considered measure Q˚an equivalent local martingale measure. In this case, the family of term structure models tP pt, T q 0ďtďT : 0 ď T ď T˚u satisfies NAFL by Theorem 2.1. Set apt, T q " 
In comparison to the classical risk-free HJM drift conditionāpt, T q "
2 , a number of additional terms appear here. First, Equation (11) under gp., .q " 0 and U " H is a well-known condition in intensity-based dynamic term structure models and relates the short rate accumulated by the bond, f pt, tq, with the risk-free short rate plus a compensation for default risk. The additional terms incorporate additional returns due to the extra default risk at possible default dates. This terms appear, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time in defaultable HJM-models. Technically, they originate from joint jumps in 1´H and its compensator. It turns out, that if ∆H p " 0, then a classical HJM-approach with gp., .q " 0 allows for arbitrage profits.
The new term in (12), ş T t`e´g pt,uq´1˘ν pt, duq, appears as compensation for jumps in the term structure at news news arrival times S 1 , S 2 , . . . and can be linked to similar expressions in classical HJM-Models with jumps as for example in [14] .
The following simple example illustrates the extension of our approach over intensitybased models and builds up intuition on condition (11) . A prominent representative is the Merton model, discussed in Example 3.1. In Section 4, we also provide evidence that in models with incomplete information the proposed framework applies. For practical applications we will develop piecewise stochastic continuous affine models in Section 6.
Example 2.1. Consider a non-negative integrable process λ, constants 0 ă u 1 ă¨¨¨ă u n , and positive random variables λ Let ζ be a standard exponential random variable, independent from Λ, and set
This is a so-called doubly stochastic model and many variants of this example have been successfully applied in credit risk (see [3] and [36] , for example). In the cases previously studied in the literature, however, instead of constant times u i , totally inaccessible stopping times were considered, such that H p turns out to be absolutely continuous (see [47] for an example). Here, we have ∆H p ui ą 0 because u i is a possible default date: by the memorylessproperty of exponential random variables,
If Λ is deterministic and the short-rate vanishes, we obtain the following term-structure
which clearly falls into the class of models considered here. A simple computation yields
and it is easily checked that the drift conditions (11)- (12) hold.T he proof of Theorem 2.2 will make use of the following lemma in which we derive the canonical decomposition of the second integral in (8) , denoted by Ipt, T q :"
Lemma 2.3. Assume that (A1), (A2), and (B1), (B2) hold. Then, for each T P r0, T˚s the process pIpt, T0ďtďT is a special semimartingale and
Proof. We start with the observation that, by the definition of µ t , Ipt, T q "
The semimartingales p1 r0,uq ptqgpt, uqq have the following canoncial decompositions, 
With (B2) it is possible to interchange the appearing integrals as the integral with respect to µ is a finite sum. Hence,
with an analogous expression for p3 1 q. Note that the first term in the last line equals ş t 0ᾱ pv, T qdv. By (15), By Assumption (A2),
which is a special semimartingale and we conclude.
The previous lemma allows us to obtain the semimartingale representation of
Proposition 2.4. Assume that (A1), (A2) and (B1), (B2) and (B4) hold. Then,
with a local martingale M 1 .
Proof. The Itô-formula together the representation of G given in Lemma 2.3 yields that
Gps´, T q´e gps,sq´1¯µU pdsq.
Using Assumption (B4), we compensate µpds, duq by νps, duqds and obtain the result.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Set F pt, T q :" exp´´ş T t f pt, uqdu¯, Eptq :" 1 tτ ątu such that
Then, by integration by parts, dP pt, T q " F pt, T qGpt´, T qdEptq`Ept´qdpF pt, T qGpt, T qq`drE, F p., T qGp., T qs t (17)
and we compute the according terms in the following. Regarding p1 2 q, we obtain from (7), that
is a martingale. Regarding (2 2 ), we have that
Computing the dynamics of F pt, T q follows the original arguments of [28] , see Lemma 6.1 in [18] , such that for 0 ď t ď T ,
Together with Proposition 2.4 this leads to
where we used that b pt, T q 2`
In view of (3 2 ), we obtain from (16) that ∆Gpt, T q Gpt´, T q "
qµpttu, duq`pe
By Assumption (A4), ∆Eptqµpttu, Rq "´ř iě1 1 tτ "tu 1 tSi"tu " 0. Hence, using (18),
where we used that for an integrable function f : R Ñ R, ş f psqµ T ptsuqds " 0 as µ is concentrated on a finite set. Note that pe gpt,tq µ U pttuqq tě0 is predictable due to Assumption (A2) and µ U ptsuqΓpds, dxq " Γpds, dxq.
Inserting (18), (20) and (21) into (17), we arrive that on tt ă τ u,
qx
or 0 ď t ď T˚, on tt ă τ u, which is equivalent to f ps, sq " hpsq`r s and 1´e´g pUi,Uiq " Γ i on tU i ď T˚^τ u such that (11) and (12) follow. The converse is easy to see.
Generalized Merton Models
In Merton's model (see [45] and Example 3.1) a default occurs when the company is not able to meet its liabilities, such that default only takes place at the maturities of the liabilities. Maturities are considered deterministic, while in the previous section possible dates where a default may happen with positive probability were announced, but possibly random times. Motivated by Merton's approach, we will consider in this section a deterministic set U " tu 1 , u 2 , . . . u Ă R ą0 . For any date t outside U, P pτ " tq " 0 holds, such that any t R U is inaccessible for the default time τ . We denote νpduq " du`ÿ iě1 δ ui pduq and assume that ν is a σ-finite measure.
As before let Q˚" P denote an equivalent measure. Starting from (6) we assume that possible default dates lie in U with probability one, which we summarize in an appropriate modification of (A2).
(A2 1 ) assume P pτ " tq " 0 for all t R U. The random measure Γ " ř uiPU δ pui,Γiq with F ui´-measurable Γ i P p0, 1q is finite, that is Γpr0, T˚s, Rq ă 8, Q˚-a.s.
A model satisfying (A2 1 ) will be called generalized Merton model. In this setting we are able to study a slightly more general class of bond prices which enables us to treat the case f " g directly: consider defaultable bond prices given by
All possible default dates are known a priori, in contrast to the previous section. We assume that f is an Itô processes an satisfies (9) 
The following proposition gives the desired drift condition in the generalized Merton models. 
for 0 ď t ď T ď T˚dQ˚b dt-almost surely.
For the proof we need a suitable extension of Lemma 2.3 which gives the canonical decomposition of the family of stochastic processes Jpt, T q :"
Lemma 3.2. Assume that (A2 1 ) and (B1 1 )-(B3 1 ) hold. Then, for each T P r0, T˚s the process pJpt, T0ďtďT is a special semimartingale and Jpt, T q " Proof of Proposition 3.1. Set, Eptq " 1 tτ ątu , and F pt, T q " exp´´ş T t f pt, uqνpduq¯, such that P M pt, T q " EptqF pt, T q. Integration by parts yields that
As in (18) we obtain that
is a martingale. Regarding (2 3 ), we slightly modify the steps in the proof of Theorem 2.2. From Lemma 3.2 we obtain by Itô's formula that
with a local martingale M 4 . For the remaining term (3 3 ), note that ÿ 0ăsďt ∆Epsq∆F ps, T q "
qνptsuqx Γpds, dxq.
Inserting (27) , (28) and (29) into (26) we obtain
qx Γpdt, dxq`dM 5 t with a local martingale M 5 . Following the steps in Theorem 2.2 it remains to compute the discontinuous part, which is given by
for 0 ď t ď T ď T˚. The discontinuous part vanishes if and only if
Note that this and (11) are equivalent to (24) such that the claim follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Example 3.1 (The Merton model). The paper [45] considers a simple capital structure of a firm, consisting only of equity and a zero-coupon bond. The firm defaults at maturity U ą 0 of the bond if the total market value of its assets is not sufficient to cover the liabilities. We are interested in setting up an arbitrage-free market for credit derivatives and consider a market of defaultable bonds P M pt, T q, 0 ď t ď T ď T˚with 0 ă U ď T˚as basis for more complex derivatives. In a stylized form the Merton model can be represented by a Brownian motion W denoting the normalized logarithm of the firm's assets, a constant K ą 0 and the default time
Assume for simplicity constant interest rate r. Then P M pt, T q " e´r pT´tq whenever T ă U because this bonds do not carry default risk. On the other hand, for t ă U ď T ,
where Φ denotes the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal random variable. For t Ñ U we recover P M pU, U q " 1 tτ "8u . Note that this is indeed a generalized Merton model in the sense of the definition given on page 11 and the derivation of representation (22) with νpduq :" du`δ U pduq is straightforward. A simple calculation with
ields f pt, T q " r for T " U and
By Itô's formula we obtain bpt, U q "´ϕˆW
and indeed, apt, U q " 1 2 b 2 pt, U q. Note that the conditions for Proposition 3.1 hold and, the market consisting of the bonds P M pt, T q satisfies NAFL, as expected.
Structural Modelling under Incomplete Information
Two approaches dominate the credit risk literature: the structural approach, where a firm value is modelled together with a precise mechanism leading to default, and the reducedform approach. Reduced-form models proved very successful in calibration and pricing, and the approach formulated in the first chapters of this work falls into this class. Typically, in reduced-form models the compensator H p of the default indicator process H is absolutely continuous (which coined the name intensity-based ). It was a remarkable insight of [11] , that introducing incomplete information in a structural model with predictable default time, as in [4, 41] leads to an intensity-based model and hence connects these two approaches.
In this section we study both approaches in more detail and show that structural models like the Merton-model under incomplete information on the firm's value do not lead to an intensity-based model: the discontinuities in H p persist even after projection. Besides this, inspired by incomplete information, we give a constructive example of a default time where the Azéma supermartingale has upward and downward jumps in Section 4.3. This default time complements the approaches in [50, 42] , see also [34, 35, 37] , and sheds some light on the construction of default times beyond the so-called immersion property. Remarkably, the framework proposed in Section 2.2 is general enough to cover even such cases.
Filtering and statistics always work under the objective probability measure P , while reduced-form approaches always target an ELMM Q " P . In this section we will study structural models under the objective probability measure and motivate the existence of possible default dates. A possible default date is a predictable time S such that P pτ " Sq ą 0. Default dates persist under an equivalent change of measure. The converse was already observed in [1, A.1], i.e. the existence of a default intensity is independent of an equivalent change of measure. Hence, in the context of reduced-form modelling it is necessary to consider a general approach which is able to incorporate possible default dates (this is not the case if the default time avoids stopping times). Such a general approach was proposed and studied in Sections 2.2 and 3.
We denote by V " pV t q tě0 the asset value process of the company under consideration and denote by D " pD t q tě0 the liability process. The company defaults when the value of the firm's assets is not sufficient to meet the liabilities, i.e. (i) In the Merton model, debt of size K has to be repaid at time T ą 0, which in our setup can be covered by letting D t " δ pT q ptqK. Extensions to more sophisticated capital structures have been proposed, amongst others, in [24, 25] . For example, consider constants K 1 , . . . , K n representing obligatory payments of the company due at times 0 ă T 1 ă¨¨¨ă T n . The default occurs at the first time when a payment can not be met which leads to D t " ř n i"1 δ pTiq ptqK i . (ii) Other approaches, like for example [41] and [11] provide theoretical evidence, that it is optimal for the company's owners to liquidate the company if the firm value falls below some liquidation barrier K 1 such that D t " K 1 . Continuous, time-dependent barriers can be handled in a similar way, at the expense of tractability. For a detailed description we refer to [48] .
4.1.
A filtering problem. Incomplete information in credit risk has been considered in various approaches (see [21] and [23] for a guide to the literature). Here we give a precise formulation when continuous and discrete news are present by means of nonlinear filtering theory. We assume that the investors' information contains noisy observations of the firms asset value and some additional economic information pI n q ně1 at random times pJ n q ně1 . Let µ I pdt, dzq " ř ně1 δ pIn,Jnq pdt, dzq be the random measure associated with the market point process pI n , J n q ně1 .
Assume for a moment discrete observations of the form
n " ApV tn q`ξ n with a measurable function A, observation times 0 ă t 1 ă t 2 ă . . . and (for example, normal and i.i.d.) noise given by ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . . The classical filtering problem in discrete time consists of estimating the unobserved process V given the observations. This problem is solved by computing the conditional distribution of V . In continuous time, a standard approach is to consider cumulated observations Y t " ř n:tnďt Y 1 n such that the limit under appropriate scaling is given by ş t 0 ApV s qds`W t with a Brownian motion W . More generally, one can consider the observation pY t q tě0 given by
Under the assumption that µ I pdt, dzq admits an absolutely continuous compensator ν I t pdzqdt " λ t F I pdzqdt this filtering problem has been studied in [6] , in the case where V is a diffusion. More general filtering results can be obtained along the lines of [26] and [27] , for example when the observation times pJ n q are discrete (as in [11] ).
We denote by Y " pY t q tě0 the completed and right-continuous filtration generated by the observation Y and assume E Q re´ş T t rsds s ă 8 for all 0 ď t ď T ď T˚under an equivalent measure Q " P . Then bond prices given as
provide a market which satisfies NAFL. Finite-dimensional solutions of the filtering problems are rare. One famous example is the so-called Kalman-Bucy filter, see [43] for a full account. We consider a specification following [11] where we concentrate on a Gaussian setup reaching for explicit solutions.
4.2.
Merton model with unknown drift. Assume that the firm's value V is given as geometric Brownian motion with unknown drift, i.e. dV t " V t pXdt`σdW t q, t ě 0, with V 0 " v ą 0, σ ą 0 and a normally distributed random variable X " N pµ X , σ X q. We assume that X and W are independent. The modelled corporation sold a bond with face value K ą 0 maturing at T . While the firm's value is not a traded asset, stocks are traded and, as observed in [45] , can be viewed as a call option on the firm value. Most importantly, they can be used to estimate V from observed prices.
We therefore assume that V is observable and so is
At the random time S ă T news about a payment of size K 1 due at time U ą T enters the market. This information comes with additional information on the drift X. We model this additional information by Y 1 " X`η, η being a N p0, σ η q-random variable, independent of all other appearing variables. The reason for this additional payment can be manifold, for example issuance of a junior debt as in [25] or the purchase of new production capacities.
The solution of the linear filtering problem before S is well-known (see [43] Theorem 8.1). The conditional distribution of X given the observation until time t ă S is normal and we denote its mean byX t and (deterministic) variance by Σptq. Then Σ solves the Riccati equation dΣptq "´Σptq 2 dt, such that Σptq " σ X p1`σ X tq´1 with σ X " a VarpXq. Moreover,
with initial valueX 0 " ErXs. A simple calculation showŝ
For t ą S, one has a classical setting again, such thatX satisfies (31) with initial valueX S and Σptq " ΣpSqp1`ΣpSqpt´Sqq´1.
We follow [25] and assume that default occurs at T or U when the firm value is below a critical level such that Dptq " δ pU q ptqD 1`δpT q ptqD 2 with positive constants D 1 , D 2 . The available information in the market is denoted, as previously, by F. It is the completed filtration generated by Y , H " 1 tτ ě¨u , and pU, Y 1 q1 tSě¨u . The following proposition gives the conditional default probability. Proposition 4.1. We obtain that for 0 ď t ă T ,
with the limit P pτ " T |F T q " 1 tV T ăV1u and
Moreover, for S ď t ă T , P pτ " U |F t q " Φ´a 2 ptq´X t pT´tq b 2 ptq¯, and for T ď t ă U we have that
with limit P pτ " U |F U q " 1 tV T ěD1u 1 tV U ăD2u and
Proof. For 0 ď t ă T , we have
For an N pa, b 2 q´distributed random variable ξ, we obtain
ErΦpξqs "
with η being standard normal and independent of ξ. The first part of the proposition follows where the limit for t Ñ T is easily verified. The second part follows in an analogous way.
As shown in Proposition 4.1, default is predictable in this model such that H t " H p t with ∆H p t " 0 for all t R tT, U u. Moreover, both U and T are announced such that this model satisfies (A2) with U 1 " T , U 2 " U , Γ 1 " 1 tτ "T u and Γ 2 " 1 tτ "U u . A more sophisticated term structure would appear if the firm value followed a more complex model, for example with stochastic volatility. A highly tractable class in this regard is the class of affine models proposed in Section 6.
It is straightforward to extend Proposition 4.1 to the case of more than one observation time S or additional information as in [11] . The setting considered here is in some sense complementary to [20] , where the authors consider news on the firm value arriving at the times S 1 , S 2 , . . . , while mainly working under the assumption that these times are the jump times from a Poisson process and, whence, not predictable.
Remark 4.1 (Bayesian estimation of the market price of risk). In Merton's model, the Girsanov theorem yields that under any equivalent measure Q 1 the firm value is again a geometric Brownian motion, but with possibly different drift µ 1 . In contrast to Merton's original approach we do not assume that V can be considered as traded asset such that typically, µ 1 does not equal the risk-free short rate r. Equity, considered as a call on the firm value, however gives access to a non-linear function of µ 1 . Having observations from equity and firm-value at hand and assuming that the estimation of µ 1 contains additive noise, this leads to a filtering problem as above. The developed approach can now be used for a Bayesian estimation of µ 1 or, equivalently, the market price of risk.
4.3.
On the Azéma supermartingale. Motivated by the above examples from filtering theory, we study the following, admittedly theoretical, example of a default time τ . However, it clearly shows that our framework is more general than the one studied in [2] , as in their equation (2.4) the Azéma supermartingale only jumps upward because the hazard process is non-decreasing.
Consider an unobserved normal random variable X given on some fixed probability space pΩ, A, Qq. In addition, the observation Y satisfies Y ti " X`ξ i , i ě 1, for i.i.d random variables ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . . We denote Y " pY t q tě0 the (augmented) filtration generated by the observations Y t1 , Y t2 , . . . . Since the observation and background signal form a Gaussian system, Kálmán filter techniques can be applied to compute the conditional distribution of X given the observation process Y . Assume that the default time is given by τ " inftt ě 0|Xf ptq ě Eu, where f is a non-decreasing function tending to infinity and E is a standard exponential random variable, independent of X. Then the Azéma supermartingale is given by Z t " P pτ ą t|F t q " Erexpp´Xf ptqq|F t s.
Denote by π t pAq " P pX P A|F t q for A P BpRq the conditional distribution of X given F t . Then
This process jumps at every news update, i.e. at the times t 1 , t 2 , . . . . Obviously, if there are good news, we have an upward jump because the default probability decreases and vice versa. Hence the Azéma supermartingale typically has upward and downward jumps. This even holds if f is continuous, and hence P pτ " tq " 0 for all t ě 0.
Existence of Arbitrage-free Models under Immersion
For calibrating the model it is important to identify assumptions which specify a unique model which can be identified from available data. In this regard, we extend the results of Sections 5 and 6 in [19] to the case where H p can have jumps. Then Theorem 3.1 (and, in a similar way, Theorem 2.2) states that under NAFL, the drift parameter apt, T q is determined by the volatility coefficient b. However, the first drift condition gives an implicit relation of the risk-free short rate and the cumulative compensation for default risk, H 1 to the process pf pt, tqq tě0 . The purpose of this section is to provide mathematical evidence that such arbitrage-free models exists uniquely under further assumptions.
A single point process is a point process with a single jump, say τ 1 , and its path can be identified with p1 ttěτ 1 u q tě0 . We therefore assume from now on that the stochastic basis satisfies (A3): Ω " Ω 1ˆΩ2 , A " G b H , Q˚pdωq " Q 1 pdω 1 qQ 2 pω 1 , dω 2 q, where ω " pω 1 , ω 2 q P Ω, and F t " G t b H t , with (1) pΩ 1 , G , pG t q tě0 , Q 1 q is some filtered probability space carrying the market information, in particular the Brownian motion W pωq " W pω 1 q and the marked point process pu n , Γ n q ně1 . (2) pΩ 2 , H q is the canonical space of paths of single point processes endowed with the minimal filtration pH t q: the generic ω 2 P Ω 2 is càd, piecewise constant function from R`to t0, 1u starting at 0 and having at most one jump. Henceforth, we let
The filtration H " pH t q tě0 is thus H t " σpτ^s | s ď tq, and H " H 8 , (3) Q 2 is a probability kernel from pΩ 1 , G q to H to be determined below.
Theorem 5.1. Assume (A3) holds. Let f p0, T q and bpt, T q satisfy (B1 1 ), and (B3 1 ), respectively. Define apt, T q in such a way that (25) holds for all pt, T q.
Suppose, for any loss path ω 2 P Ω 2 , there exist a solution f pt, T q of (9) such that f pt, tq is progressive and (24) is satisfied. Then
(ii) There exists a unique probability kernel Q 2 from pΩ 1 , G q to H , such that (7) and the no-arbitrage condition (25) holds. (iii) H p is the compensator of H with respect to pG b H t q. Moreover,
(iv) Q 2 p¨, Aq is G t -measurable for all A P H t and t ě 0. Consequently, every Gmartingale is an F-martingale.
Proof. (i), (ii) and (iv) follow as in Theorem 5.1 in [19] . Regarding (iii), note that
which implies (35) .
Property (iv) of the theorem is known as "(H)-hypothesis", see [5, 15, 33] . Note that in Example 4.3 the (H)-hypothesis does not hold. Formula (35) can be used for Monte-Carlo simulation, see Section 5.1 of [19] .
Affine generalized Merton models
Affine processes are a well known tool in the financial literature due to their analytical tractability. They have been applied to a wide range of financial problems, in particular in term-structure modelling. The aim of this section is to give an affine specification of generalized Merton models. Affine processes in the literature are assumed to be stochastically continuous (see [10] and [17] ). Due to the discontinuities in the term structure we propose to consider piecewise continuous affine processes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such (time-inhomogeneous) affine processes are investigated. We assume that U " tu 1 , . . . , u N u and a vanishing short rate r t " 0 in this section and place ourselves in the context of Section 5. The idea is to consider an affine process X and study arbitrage-free doubly stochastic term structure models with
More precisely, consider a state space in canonical form X " R m ě0ˆR n for integers m, n ě 0 with m`n " d and a d-dimensional Brownian motion W . Let µ and σ be defined on X by
where µ 0 , µ i P R d , σ 0 , σ i P R dˆd , for all i P t1, . . . , du. We assume that the parameters µ i , σ i , i " 0, . . . , d are admissible in the sense of Theorem 10.2 in [18] . Then the continuous, unique strong solution of the stochastic differential equation
is an affine process X on the state space X , see Chapter 10 in [18] for a detailed exposition.
We call a bond-price model affine if there exist functions A : R ě0ˆRě0 Ñ R, B :
for 0 ď t ď T ď T˚. In view of Assumption 2.1 we assume that Ap., T q and Bp., T q are rightcontinuous. Moreover, we assume that t Þ Ñ Apt, .q and t Þ Ñ Bpt, .q are differentiable from the right and denote by Bt the right derivative. The following proposition gives sufficient conditions such that an affine generalized Merton model is arbitrage-free. 
Then, the doubly-stochastic affine model given by (36) and ( with suitable functions a 1 and b 1 and a 1 pt, tq " φ 0 ptq as well as b 1 pt, tq " ψ 0 ptq. Comparison with (22) yields the following: on the one hand, for T P U, we obtain f pt, u i q " φ i`ψ J i¨X t . On the other hand, for T R U we obtain that f pt, T q " a 1 pt, T q`b 1 pt, T q for the coefficients apt, T q and bpt, T q in (9) . Setā 1 pt, T q " ş T t a 1 pt, uqdu andb 1 pt, T q " ş T t b 1 pt, uqdu and note that, ż T t B t a 1 pt, uqdu " B tā 1 pt, T q`a 1 pt, tq.
As B t Apt, T q " B tā 1 pt, T q, and similar for B t Bpt, T q, we obtain apt, T q "ā 1 pt, T q`ÿ uiPpt,T s ψ J i µpX t q " B t Apt, T q`a 1 pt, tq``B t Bpt, T q`b 1 pt, tq˘J¨X t`B pt, T q J¨µ pX t q, bpt, T q " Bpt, T q J¨σ pX t q for 0 ď t ď T ď T˚. We now show that under our assumptions, the drift conditions (24)- (25) hold: first, Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Observe that, by equations (41), (42) , and the affine specification (37) , and (38), the drift condition (25) holds. Moreover, ∆H 1 pu i q " φ i`ψ J i¨Xui " f pu i , u i q such that (24) holds and the claim follows.
Example 6.1. In the one-dimensional case we consider X given as solution of dX t " pµ 0`µ1 X t qdt`σ a X t dW t , t ě 0.
We assume for simplicity that u 1 " 1 and n " 1 such that there is a single possible default date, 1, and choose νpduq " δ t1u pduq. Moreover, let φ 0 " 0, ψ 0 " 1 as well as φ 1 " 0 and ψ 1 ě 0, such that
Hence the probability of having a default at time 1 just prior to 1 is given by ψ 1 X 1 .
An arbitrage-free model can be obtained by choosing A and B according to Proposition 6.1 which can be immediately achieved using Lemma 10.12 from [18] B 0 with boundary condition B 0 p0q " 0 and A 1 0 "´µ 0 B 0 with boundary condition A 0 p0q " 0. Note that with Apt, T q " A 0 pT´tq and Bpt, T q " B 0 pT´tq for 0 ď t ď T ă 1, the conditions of Proposition 6.1 hold. Similarly, for 1 ď t ď T , choosing Apt, T q " A 0 pT´tq and Bpt, T q " B 0 pT´tq implies again the validity of (41) and (42) . On the other hand, for 0 ď t ă 1 and T ě 1 we set upT q " Bp1, T q`ψ 1 " B 0 pT´1q`ψ 1 , according to (42) , and let Apt, T q " 2µ 0 σ 2 log´2 θe pσ´µ 1 qp1´tq 2 L 3 p1´tq´L 4 p1´tqupT qB pt, T q "´L 1 p1´tq´L 2 p1´tqupT q L 3 p1´tq´L 4 p1´tqupT q .
It is easy to see that (41) and (42) are also satisfied in this case, in particular ∆Ap1, T q " φ 1 " 0 and ∆Bp1, T q "´ψ 1 . Note that while X is continuous the bond prices are not even stochastically continuous because they jump at u 1 " 1. We conclude by Proposition 6.1 that this affine model is arbitrage-free.7
.
Conclusion
In this article we studied a new class of dynamic term structure models with credit risk where the compensator of the default time may jump at predictable times. This extends existing theory and allows to include a number of structural approaches, like Merton's model, in a reduced-form model for pricing credit derivatives. More tractability can be obtained if the possible default dates are even deterministic, which we studied in a class of generalized Merton models and we provide a class of highly tractable affine models which are piecewise stochastically continuous.
